
A full curriculum vitae, discography, concert dates,
MP3́s, pictures & videos as well as more infos are
available on the full built band website:
www.escalationunit.com
EUCE is also available on myspapce.com under
the following URL:
wwwww.myspace.com/escalationunitchaosengine
So: CLICK OR DIE!

- 1998 World Demise (EP)
- 2002 Chaos Mutation (EP)
- 2004 The Worlds Last Days (full album)
- 2004 The Worlds Last Days decimated (EP)
- 2007 Machines Never Die EP

In the meantime, the EUCE can go back to 5 years of stage experience, which made the name EUCE
popular in their area. The titel “Escalationunit” explains itself with a visit of one of their concerts. Except chaos
warrior sanctifications by branding iron burns, they are celebrating chaos kamikaze rituals. Regularly the 
audience is exchanging their physical integrity for a shot of high proofed fuel and chaos kamikaze headbands
to lunge into a suicidal moshpit battle immediately. Most EUCE shows are backed audio-visual by sound 
samples, crank siren, megaphone and video beamer.

EUCE has its passion in the „grave machinecore”.
A kind of Neo-Thrash-Metal-Core paired with per-
cussion instruments. The singing sounds basically
like a tough Hardcore style, partially falling into
Death-Metal frequency areas, without despising
melodies entirely. The sound characteristics of this
music style can easily be described in a simplemusic style can easily be described in a simple
mathematical equation:
EUCE = RUDE METAL - KLIMM BIMM + A KILLING RAMBA ZAMBA

Henric Steuernagel: lead vocals & guitar
Frank Schöpke: bass
Sebastian Lauermann: fx & backing vocals
Sergej Köhn: percussion
Christoph Kipper: drums
Sascha Abt: guitar

ESCALATIONUNIT CHAOS ENGINE, settled in the
Hessen/Germany, exists for approx. 10 years and is
composed of 6 band members. EUCE had with their
first larger success in the year 2006. Beside several
compilation contributes, they are working together
with the New Yorker independent record label
CORDIACORDIAL RECORDS.
They released their fourth CD “MACHINES NEVER
DIE” in summer 2007, just in time to prelude their
first USA mini tour. Among others they played shows
in New York and Boston.


